BIOLOGIST ON RAMPAGE

Dr. Paul Ehrlich Outdid
By Prof. H. Q. Vestibule
With Anti-bug Chemical

"607" Does Things To Ya
Marmaduke Finds Out
After Giving Life
For Sake Of Science

A stupendous new chemical with startling effects has been developed for use in purifying the Swimming Pool, according to Professor Horrmendus Q. Vestibule of the department of Biology and Public Health. In a talk on the history of Dr. Paul Ehrlich’s work on chemotherapy, Professor Vestibule went ahead to disclose the secrets of the chemical, which is bound to happen occasionally. Why, last year I accidentally dissolved my son Marmaduke just after the members of his class had recorded him a high honor.

Walker Room Christened
W. R. Ahrendt Lounge

The little room opposite the T.C.A. office in the basement of Walker Memorial has been dubbed the "William Robert Ahrendt, 41, Lounge", the Committee For Naming Things At M.I.T. announced late last night.

This honor was conferred on the late Mr. Ahrendt in recognition of his splendid work in confusing the general public, the committee said. The newly-christened room is connected by a ventilating fan to the office of the Walker Memorial Committee, of which Mr. Ahrendt was chairman. Until now the William Robert Ahrendt, 41, Lounge bore the simple label "Men."

Local Institute Car Takes Man For Spin
Halfman Karasick
Turns Turde, Bites Dust.
Will Pour At Tea Today

A prominent Technology student narrowly escaped a serious accident last week when his sport car turned turtle and then turned water on the Harvard Bridge.

The car was completely demolished before and after the accident so that no serious harm was done. Mr. Halfman "Come-down-off-your-high-hat" Karasick was thrown through the windshield onto the radiator, down through the meter, out the exhaust pipe. He was able to dance home unscathed.

When interviewed about the tragedy, Professor Vestibule stated: "That sort of thing is bound to happen occasionally. Why, last year I accidentally dissolved my son Marmaduke just after the members of his class had recorded him a high honor."